RRC 2017 Annual Network Conference”
“River Restoration: Addressing Uncertainty”
Hilton Metropole, Brighton
4th - 5th April 2017
We are due to launch conference bookings early in November. In anticipation for this; we
are able to offer you some commercial opportunities to advertise in the delegate handbook,
book a trade stand or be a full conference sponsor for the event.
Full Conference Sponsor - £1,295
A Trade Stand space in the Exhibitor’s area (3m by 2m maximum size), table and 2
chairs, one free 2 day delegate place including overnight accommodation for one night
and conference dinner, A4 advertisement in the Conference Handbook, recognition as
conference sponsor in all conference correspondence (including RRC website).
Banner at Conference - £550
A pop up stand in the Exhibitor’s area (1m wide), small table and an A4 insert into the
Conference Pack.
Conference Handbook A4 Advertisement - £275
A full page colour advertisement in the RRC Conference Handbook which is distributed
to every attendee at the event and uploaded onto RRC website after the conference.
Conference Pack Insert - £175
This can be a leaflet or small brochure that will be handed out alongside the Conference
Handbook to all conference attendees.
Through sponsorship, last year the RRC was able
to offer financial assistance to 65 delegates to
help them contribute their valuable insight,
learning and experiences to the rest of the
restoration community.

Here are examples of the feedback we
received from conference delegates:
“An inspiring conference bringing together
many organisations/individuals with much
knowledge sharing”
“Varied, inspiring, positive, up to date”
“Very good, always a good opportunity to
meet other people from different
organisations.”
“Great knowledge base and platform to
share info and experiences”

UK River Prize & Full Conference Partner
There is also an opportunity to sponsor the UK River Prize and Nigel
Holmes Trophy as well as the conference. To find out more about this
opportunity, please contact Emma.
If you would like to take advantage of any of these options or discuss them in more detail,
then please contact Emma emma@therrc.co.uk
01234 752979

www.therrc.co.uk
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